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1st Presidency Statement: 
We want demonstratable science!

"Our religion is not hostile to real science. That which is 
demonstrated, we accept with joy; but vain philosophy, human theory 
and mere speculations of men, we do not accept nor do we adopt 
anything contrary to divine revelation or to good common sense. But 
everything that tends to right conduct, that harmonizes with sound 
morality and increases faith in Deity, finds favor with us no matter 
where it may be found." 

(from "WORDS IN SEASON FROM THE FIRST PRESIDENCY": Deseret Evening News December 17, 1910, part 1 p.3) 
(excerpt from the BYU packet on evolution http://biology.byu.edu/DepartmentInfo/EvolutionandtheOriginofMan.aspx.) 



Water God?



Fire God vs Water God

• Magma Earth, No Possible Worldwide Flood

• Old Earth, Radiometric Dating

• Evolution, Accident, Human Insignificance

• No God, No Christ

• Death, Eternal Entropy

• Fairy Tale Theoretical Science

• Water Earth, Easy Flood

• Young Earth, Bible Dating

• Creation, Purpose

• God, Christ

• Life, Resurrection

• Demonstratable Science



Why Fake Magma Matters for Religion
• Atheism needs Evolution

• Evolution needs Old Earth

• Old Earth needs Radiometric Dating of melted rocks

• Radiometric Dating needs Magma Formation of Earth

Geology is a mother science: 

The “deep time” based on an old earth influences 
biology, astronomy, cosmology, physics, etc.



Scriptural Symbol of Water

• Living water "is a representation of the Lord Jesus Christ and His 
gospel. And as water is necessary to sustain physical life, so the 
Savior and His doctrines, principles, and ordinances are essential for 
eternal life.” –Elder Bednar, “Living Water” 2007

• "The scriptures contain the words of Christ and are a reservoir of 
living water to which we have ready access and from which we can 
drink deeply and long. 

• Let’s wake up to what the scriptures have to say about science to help us 
combat atheism and save souls.

'Living water' - Church News (thechurchnews.com)

https://www.thechurchnews.com/archives/2007-02-10/living-water-2-82721#:~:text=Referring%20to%20the%20Savior%27s%20declaration%20to%20the%20Samaritan,principles%2C%20and%20ordinances%20are%20essential%20for%20eternal%20life.


Scripture Pattern:
Born by Water

Moses 6:59, Gen. 1:2 
• 59 That by reason of transgression cometh the 

fall, which fall bringeth death, and inasmuch as 
ye were born into the world by water, and 
blood, and the spirit, which I have made, and so 
became of dust a living soul, even so ye must 
be born again into the kingdom of heaven, 
of water, and of the Spirit, and be cleansed by 
blood, even the blood of mine Only Begotten; 
that ye might be sanctified from all sin, 
and enjoy the words of eternal life in this world, 
and eternal life in the world to come, even 
immortal glory;

Egyptians, Indians, and others have creation legends of earth 
starting out as water, and land rising from the water 
(precipitating out).



Earth’s Beginnings Remain Mysterious to Science



Can there be Liquid Water in Space?
• At different pressure temperature combinations, you find water in solid 

or liquid when it otherwise wouldn’t be. 

• Liquid water can and does exist in space. In a vacuum on earth, water 
boils. In cold space, the distant star radiation heat (a few degrees above 
0 Kelvin) is enough to make water a liquid at that pressure. 

• No magma has been observed in space. 

Water in Space: 
Clouded Satellite 
Lens



PS – The Dates aren’t 
Even Consistent…

Radiometric Dating is on a Flawed Premises: 
Magma Formation of Earth



Historical & Scientific 
Earth Ages



UM Ch. 5 
The Magmaplanet 

Pseudotheory



What Causes Plates to Move if Not Magma?
Flood Comet & Tidal Forces

The flood triggering comet came near the 
earth to disrupt balanced forces acting on the 
earth making major disruption, breaking up 
Pangea. 

Continued tidal forces acting on the earth 
continue to creation some movement of 
plates. It is NOT magma oceans moving things 
around arbitrarily. 

Perhaps before the flood there wasn’t much volcanic activity or 
mountains due to a coherent plate system. 



Basic Premise of Volcanology: Magma or Water?

What are Tectonic Plates?
• Egg shell analogy

• The crust of earth is a series of ‘plates’, and they move.

• Plates broke in the flood by a comet disrupting balanced forces of gravity & centripetal 
force. 

• Plate movement is supposedly from magma pushing things. 

• Real continued movement of plates caused by tidal forces pulling on earth. 

What is an Earthquake? Where is Lava From? 

• Pressure, Bend, Snap, Shake/Quake

• Like Breaking a Pencil

• Rocks in earth bend and break, shaking from pressure buildup is released.

• Supposedly magma oceans exist under the crust & supply volcanoes.

• This breaking involves extreme pressures, which liquify rock, creating local lava.



Dense Iron Core? No & No. 

• Cavendish’ 1798 density calculations had fatal assumptions. We aren’t in space, 
so the experiment was restricted by the air and influenced by earth’s gravity. 

• The attraction of the objects in his apparatus should have been measured in a 
vacuum, in low gravity. 

• Air is a denser medium than the vacuum of space, and the attractive 
gravitational force of Earth additionally slowed the balls’ oscillation rate, 
resulting in incorrect density calculations. 

• True density is around 2.3g/cm^3 (UM1 p. 107, & more detail in UM3). 

• As crustal density is 2.7g/cm^3, 

• whatever is in the earth is LESS dense than rock! 

• Water’s density is 1g/cm^3 (ice water even a little less).

• Iron density was suggested due to a discrepancy between Cavendish’s 
5.52g/cm^3 density calculation, and the 2.7g/cm^3 known average crust 
density. 

• Pure iron is 7.87g/cm&2, but pure iron doesn’t exist in nature. There is NO 
common mineral assemblage with a density greater significantly greater than 
5.52g/cm^3 (UM1 p.107-8)



Water Ice Doesn’t Melt 
When Under Pressure

Iron Stable Under Pressure? 
We Don’t Even Know



Heat Destroys Magnetism: Magma Doesn’t Work

No one has seen 
magma, it isn’t 
necessary to explain 
nature, so it probably 
doesn’t exist!



Heat Destroys Electric Nature of Quartz

At WW2 with the extra need to 
make watches, they found out how 
to make quartz in a lab: by water, 
not by melting. 

Electric nature of quartz also explains the magnetic field 
around earth. Earthtide generates this field daily. Again, no 
magma or iron core needed.





Without Iron Core, How Energy Field? Electric Rocks





Magnetic Field’s Due to Tidal Forces

Tidal forces “charge” piezoelectric crustal rocks, generating an 
electric energy field. 







Weather Influenced by Crustal Friction Heating







Intervals in Tidal Forces 
Cause Interval Manifestations in Weather



Radioactive Elements At Surface, Not Hot, & No Radioactive Lava

• Where do we find ‘hot’ 
uranium, in nature? We don’t. 

4.5 billion years, they say earth’s 
core is “still” “hot” due to 
radioactive magma convection. 



Liquid, but What Liquid?



Friction at Faults Makes Lava

“…frictional melting can occur if the stresses 
involved in faulting are sufficiently high. Despite 
these studies, frictional melting is not generally 
regarded as an important process during earthquake 
faulting because of uncertainties in the stress 
levels…” (quote p80) However, we’ve seen things get 
much hotter than is required for melting of most 
(silicate) rocks. The Bolivian quake was said to have 
upwards of 52,000 C, and only 1,700 C is needed to 
melt most silicate rocks. 

• Vaporized sub-surface waters 
expand 1,700x, pushing the 
gases up to the surface.

“The possibility 

of frictional melting 

during faulting has been 

suggested by several 

investigators.” (quote 

p80)



Tidal Source of 
Volcanology



Earthquakes & Volcanoes: Plate Boundary Collisions



Crustal Heat 100’s Of Miles From A Plate Boundary

No plate boundary crack to 
allow “magma” up from 
mantle!

Sure it’s hot, but why? 
Fault Lines.



Deep Earthquakes Can’t Happen in Fluid Magma



Try Drilling to Find Magma



Faults Line, Not “Hot Spot Plumes”



Hot Spots Don’t Work
• “One of the more damning pieces of evidence against mantle plume theory:



Earthtide & 
Quakes in Regular Cycles

“Geophysicists have 

traditionally shied away 

from making such 

connections.” (quote 

p83)



Moon Quakes (at Repeated Intervals)

Moonquakes, as first observed by Apolo 12 

seismometers in 1969, “occur at intervals of about 

fourteen days. Apparently they are triggered by the 

tidal forces exerted by the Earth.” (quote p83) We 

admit moonquakes due to tidal forces exerted by the 

earth, why can’t we apply this to our earth’s quakes too?



“The possibility of frictional melting during 

faulting has been suggested by several investigators.” 

(quote p80)



Quakes Precede Lava

We’ve also detected gases before eruptions. 
Obviously, the earthquakes release the gases! 



Earthquake Geyser Coincidence? 

(NOT SO DIFFICULT…)

(They insist on magma causing all volcanism)



Subduction Not 
Melting Plates in 
Magma



Plate Boundary Volcanology
Magma Chamber Replaced by Friction



If there’s magma:

Hot over oceans from 
thinner crust allowing 
more magma heat 
transfer



Real data:

Hot at Faults and 
Plate Boundaries 
from Friction



Heat Coming Through The Crust Supports Friction, 
Not Magma 



Magma vs Real Thermal Records 



Satellite Measurements of Heat Flow Through Crust
An “anomaly”; “missing” Conductive Heat Flow



Why Ocean & Continent Crust Different if from Melt?



Quartz (SiO2) NOT From A Melt. 
Glass (SiO2) is

By the melting 
temperature, 
it’s no longer 
natural quartz.



Melted Quartz Becomes Glass

Melted sand tubes; NOT crystalline structure.



Most Rocks Precipitate From Water 

Technologists Make Rocks in Water. Why 
do we think all rocks came from 

magma? 

James Hutton said the granite is also from a melt but it 

has quartz crystals inside it. 

Hutton says rocks don’t dissolve in water so aren’t from 

water, but past conditions aren’t manifest. Rocks will 
dissolve in water at the right temperature & pressure. 

Today scientists deny that quartz cannot come from a 

melt, despite demonstrations of engineers.

We see a “precipitate” isn’t limited to a chemical reaction, but 
a physical change in temperature or pressure can also trigger 
precipitation. 



Water is How God Created Earth
Quartz (90% of all rocks) Came from Water

Earth was created in water. Later at the worldwide flood, water 
again created many new rocks, reconfiguring the entire surface 
of the earth.



Crystalline Structures are Made with Water, Not Melt



Temperatures of Earth’s Interior Unknown



The Deeper, The Colder: Heat is Local

Wear a jacket when in a cave! Only 
caves near fault lines are warm. 

Drillers say it is more cold and 
more wet the deeper you go.



No Vertical Plate Movement to Explain Basalt 
on Surface, Marine Fossils on Surface, etc. 
• They say these things are on the surface, on mountaintops, etc. due 

to a long time of uplift. 

• But we have never seen uplift. 

• Everest has never lifted or sunk.

• There are no sunk continents.

• Subduction, a slow downward movement, isn’t happening. 



No Uplift, No Old Earth



No Uplift: Mt. Everest



UM Ch. 7 
The Hydroplanet 

Model



Overview of Water Earth Evidences

• Water in vacuum vs in space

• Water spherical behavior

• Water precipitating crystals 

• Water blocking satellite

• Water in planets, moon, sun, comets

• Water in rocks & enhydros

• Water quartz vs melt glass



Water On Planets



Water in Stars & Nebulas

As a gas, or even liquid. Water ice and liquid exist in hot conditions when temperature is high. 



Water on Moons, Asteroids



Water Moons



Water Moons



Water Explosion

• 1, 2: Real Time Eruption seen by 
Cassini spacecraft

• 3: Large canyons from previous 
ruptures

• Contributes to Saturn’s water rings

• 4: Hottest Near Surface Cracks 
(Faults)

• Density ~1.5g/cm^2, just more 
than water.



Surface: Most Hypretherm Exposure, Most Formation



Earth as a Geode
Geodes from fire or water?

Open some geodes, water 
comes out.

Geode can’t be from slow 
leeching water.



Water in Rocks

Heat a rock, it’ll weigh 
less afterward due to 
water inside 
evaporating. 

Can’t see water in 
rocks? It’s like a germ, 
built in the microscopic 
level. 

Rock formulas typically 
contain H2O. 



Water Trapped in Rock Bubbles
-These show that rocks were made in a water environment. 
-Cool water fast enough, you’ll trap liquid in the ice. 
-This is a closed system, gas condensing to liquid would implode it. 
-These are found near the surface, & wouldn’t survive an ice age, solid water expands, and would explode the enclosed system. 
-Most geologists don’t even know these exist, & can’t explain them.



Water Trapped in 
Rocks



Fossils Similar to Geodes: Flood Hypretherm



Water Made Continent Granite etc.: 
Steam Escapes Through Holes



Hypretherm (water, pressure, heat) Makes Most Rocks

Here are some not requiring pressure:



Most Water Beneath Crust; Bulges at Equator



Continents Do Float: Under Water’s Connected

• Scientists admit continents float, they just say its on magma.

• An earthquake in Alaska changes height of wells in Texas (~3000mi)!



Lots of Water Exiting Volcanos 

Far insufficient water capping 
the mountain for all the mud 
flows.

No lava came out of Mt. Saint 
Helens.



The Most Numerous Type of 
Crater in the Solar System: 
Hydrocrater (made by 
underground water)



Water Based Volcanology Disasters



Crustal Water Triggering Dangerous Hydrocrater

Geologists have a code word for water of “fluids” when they 
don’t want to openly admit water.



Pancakes: liquid batter turns to steam, comes out. No impact!





No Lava Flow on Moon



Why Dark (Far) Side of the Moon So Different?

• The moon rotates & revolves such that one side always face earth. 

• Earth’s Gravity pulls the side facing earth more.

• The waters flow to the earth side. 

• The “mares’ means seas; these are where water came out!

The near side of the moon (left). 

Image via NASA’s Lunar 

Reconnaissance 

Orbiter/GSFC/Arizona State 
University/Slate.

https://slate.com/technology/2014/07/the-moon-s-two-faces-why-are-they-so-different.html


Moon Not From Melt



Inner Earth Eruption vs Surface Impact



Repeated Double Impact Impossible



Water in Meteorites, Not From Melt.



H2O Water Tail & Fountain, Not Fragments



Water in Comets Shows Water Origins



Real Asteroids Aren’t Fragments
(Light weight, smooth, grey)



Water Craters, 
Not Impact



Hydrocraters (Not Impact Craters) on Mars



Water Crater, or 
Fire Impact Crater? 



Hydrofountains



Flood Comet Triggers Massive Faulting & Hydrofountain Eruptions
The 5 mile Deep Worldwide Flood is Possible Due to the Hydroplanet



Tsunamis and fast-moving 

water swept away whole 

herds of animals trying to 

escape the rising water; 

this is one reason 

thousands of animals are 

found in common flood-

sediment graves today.

Science Begins to Agree: Dinos Died by Flooding



Cambrian Explosion = Mass Extinction @ Flood
• “The burst of animal life 540 

million years ago was so sudden 
that paleontologists came to 
call it the Cambrian explosion. 
In just a few million years, a 
hiccup in geological time, the 
oceans filled with 
representatives of almost all 
modern phyla— the forebears 
of clams and crabs, starfish and 
snails, and even animals with 
the hint of backbone. Going 
from the lifeless Precambrian 
rocks to the fossil-rich layers of 
the Cambrian was like walking 
past an empty lot on Tuesday 
and finding a fully furnished 
house in the same place on 
Wednesday.” (Life Grows Up, Richard 

Monastersky, National Geographic, April, 1998, p111)

(The flood mass extinction is what gives the 
“Cambrian explosion” of fossils. Fossils only 
formed in the flood hypretherm. Sudden mass 
deposits of fossils are evidence of the flood.)



We Know There’s a Liquid: Is it water or fire?

• S waves only travel through solids, makes shadow zone opposite side.

• Yes, continents float on a flowing substance. 

• Like Swiss cheese, water and rock mix deep in earth.

• Inner core solid ice. High pressure low temperature, water remains 
solid. 

• Equatorial bulge shows a liquid interior. 



Planet Formation

• Planets made from water: vacuum water boils here, liquid in cold 
space.

• No planets made from magma: Too cold, never observed lava in 
space.

• Water filled comets and rocks show how spheres formed.

• Gas planets are rock, just so big lots of gas around them. 



Flood 
Evidences



The Flood of Noah Covered the Whole Earth:

• Genesis 7:18-24: “18 And the waters prevailed, and were increased greatly 
upon the earth; and the ark went upon the face of the waters. 19 And 
the waters prevailed exceedingly upon the earth; and all the high hills, 
that were under the whole heaven, were covered. 20 Fifteen cubits upward 
did the waters prevail; and the mountains were covered.

• 21 And all flesh died that moved upon the earth, both of fowl, and of 
cattle, and of beast, and of every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth, 
and every man: 22 All in whose nostrils was the breath of life, of all 
that was in the dry land, died.

• 23 And every living substance was destroyed which was upon the face of 
the ground, both man, and cattle, and the creeping things, and the fowl of 
the heaven; and they were destroyed from the earth: and Noah only 
remained alive, and they that were with him in the ark. 24 And the waters 
prevailed upon the earth an hundred and fifty days.”

•Water Planet Makes it Obvious





















Fossil 
Evidences



Easily Explain

Mass Fossilization
by 

Universal Flood’s
Unique 

Hypretherm



Flood Explains Fossils

Can’t just leach groundwater & silicate mineral to make rock fossils.



Rock 
Evidences







Weather 
Evidences



A Few Related Big Ideas from the Weather Model

• Electric not magnetic field

• Earthtide & piezoelectric charging of the geofield

• Predictable earthquakes via clouds which are generated by 
underwater heat currents from friction/quakes on ocean floor and in 
the crust

• Global warming not a threat: we won’t drown











Don’t Worry About Sea Levels Overtaking Us: 
We Float!





If No Iron (Magnet) Core, How Magnetosphere?

• All quartz rocks generate piezoelectric charge when under pressure.

• Daily Earthtide of 7” due to tidal pull of moon & sun charges the rocks.

• Lightning & auroras are associated with piezoelectrics, they happen mostly on 
continents.

• There are other spheres with a field which are known to not have iron cores.

• Venus has no moon to pull/charge its rocks, so it has a very weak field. 



Weather Evidences

• Frictional quake heat is the 2nd Heat Source

• Cumulonimbus massive clouds appear within minutes due to quakes 
which release water vapor.

• El Nino / La Nina aren’t annual, can’t be triggered by sun. Occurs on 
equator, all should be equally hot on equator. 

• Megaplumes of heat seen. 



Review



As in the Days of Noah, So Shall It Be…
• Comet triggered flood. Comet will trigger apocalyptic events of revelation? 

(Rev. “wormwood” comet etc.)

• No slow plate movement from magma. Continents divided rather quickly, they 
will return rather quickly?  (D&C 133:23-24 continents will recombine) 



3 More Cheers for Water

• Water is organized matter by which all things are made.

• Water is the primal substance of the universe. Water is more common 
than hydrogen. 

• Water is how all celestial bodies began; land precipitates out. 

• All things are born in water, and kept alive by water.



Fire God vs Water God

• Magma Earth, No Possible Worldwide Flood

• Old Earth, Radiometric Dating

• Evolution, Accident, Human Insignificance

• No God, No Christ

• Death, Eternal Entropy

• Fairy Tale Theoretical Science

• Water Earth, Easy Flood

• Young Earth, Bible Dating

• Creation, Purpose

• God, Christ

• Life, Resurrection

• Demonstratable Science



Special Thanks to Dean Sessions
Author of Universal Model 

UniversalModel.com 

Download & Share This Presentation at 
RichardsonStudies.com




